
COBRA LIBRE II

YOUR GUIDE TO
INCREDIBLE SEX



For more languages, check: 
www.FUNFACTORY.com/manuals

Hello, sexy!
You hold the key to effortless orgasms from two 
rumbling motors. This manual will get you 
started with must-knows and hot tips about 
your new toy. So, let‘s meet your COBRA LIBRE II!



UNLOCK THE FUN

CHARGE

=           +

Your toy comes with a travel lock! To activate: Press  
 and  simultaneously. To deactivate: Press 

and  simultaneously. In both cases, the buttons
will blink and the unit will buzz briefly.

Our toys arrive with their battery charged to about 
20%. Fully charge your toy to enjoy it longer.



Wash me! Lube me up! 
Wash before and after every use, including  
the first. Use unscented soap or toy cleaner.  
Your toy is 100% waterproof. Don’t forget  
water-based lube!

 NOT ANAL-SAFE



Power me!
Plug the USB Magnetic Charger into a USB outlet. 
If the top glows red, it’s connected to power.

Connect the end of the charger to the magnetic 
points at the base of your toy. Your vibe gets:

 · 16 hours initial charge

 · Up to 90 minutes play per charge



Play with me!
To turn on, press  for half a second. 
For higher speeds and patterns, press .
For lower speeds or to return to steady 
vibration, press .
Press  to turn off.



Pro Tips
Since all you have to do is put the head of your 
penis inside the toy, you can enjoy your 
COBRA LIBRE with or without an erection.
This is also a popular toy for folks with arthritis 
and other conditions that make it challenging to 
keep up a hands-only masturbation routine. Once 
you’ve got it set to a setting you like, you can go 
completely hands-free!



WHAT’S NEXT?
Love your COBRA LIBRE II and can’t wait to try 

another toy? We think it pairs well with…



BOOTIE RING
This toy gives you a firmer 
erection, massages your 
perineum, and hits your 
prostate all at once.

IKU JOY
Experience a completely 
new and natural form of 
intimate pleasure with our 
IKU JOY masturbator ring.



Flirt or Dare
SET THE STAGE

1. Grab a coin.

2. Set the mood. (Lighting is everything!) 

3. Turn off your phone and turn on the music. 

 
LET’S PLAY!

1. Choose the prize you want if you win. 

2. Thumb wrestle (or regular wrestle) for who 
goes first. 

3. On your turn, flip the coin.    
Heads = Flirt, Tails = Dare

4. Your partner picks your Flirt or Dare 
and reads it to you. 



AND THE WINNER IS... 

the first person to complete  
either 3 Dares or 5 Flirts.





FLIRT QUESTIONS

 ·  What’s the best sex we’ve ever had together?   

 ·  If you could only do one sex act for the rest of 
your life, what would it be?

 ·  Describe our sex life using eighties pop hits.  

 ·  Imagine a role play scenario where we could 
use the COBRA LIBRE II—as sexy or as silly as 
you want. Tell me about it. 

 ·  Do an acrostic! Turn each letter of my name 
into something sexy you want to do to me.



DARE TASKS

 ·  I’ll count to 50. During that time, try to turn  
me on by touching me with anything but  
your hands. 

 ·  I’ll kiss or lick three of your erogenous zones. 
Rank them from most to least intense.   

 ·  Lie across my lap for ten  
over-the-knee spankings.  

 ·  Mount the COBRA LIBRE II. I’ll pick a pattern 
for you to experience for a nice slow count  
of ten.    

 ·  Get as close as you can to kissing me without 
kissing me.

REMEMBER: consent is not only  important 

but also sexy! Make sure you both agree to 

these flirts and dares or make up your own!
#BE PLAYFUL



PRIZES 

 ·  Winner chooses the next toy to explore  
with together. 

 ·  Winner gets a butt massage. (Who doesn’t like  
 a butt massage?)

 ·  Loser worshipfully undresses the winner.  

 ·  Loser sends lewds featuring the  
 COBRA LIBRE II. 

 ·  Loser makes the post-sex snack and brings it to  
 the winner in bed. 

#BE PLAYFUL



#BE PLAYFUL
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